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Why is it so hard to find a plain tshirt in a flattering shape and color? It’s not asking too much to want a well made tee that looks great on its own and also works for
layering. It’s one of the most basic pieces of clothes you could own. And yet…
Cushie b to the rescue. Cushie b’s High Low Short Sleeve TShirt is flattering no matter what your body shape is. Pear
shaped? The gentle flare gives you the extra room around the hips that you need. Apple shaped? This tee will skim over
your tummy in the most flattering way possible. For inverted triangle shaped women, the flare makes your hips look wider,
balancing out your top. And the fit and flare shape gives rectangles the illusion of a defined waist. And hourglass shaped
women can wear this tshirt to emphasize their curves without hugging them.
And that length! Just the thing. For many women, tshirt length can be fraught. If a tee goes down to your low hip, chances
are it’ll be too tight across the hips and too loose around your waist. You could tuck it in, but too many plus size pants and
skirts are made to be worn with untucked tops. If a tee hits you at your high hip, then you might be accidentally giving the
world peeks at your belly (or your shape wear).
This tee covers your hips without pulling across them or looking baggy. Finally!
A scoop neckline (not too deep) is universally flattering. It also allows you to dress this top up or down. A vneck can be too
sporty to be versatile (or too alluring if it’s a deep v). A crew neck can make a large busom look matronly. But a scoop
neckline can go to the office, a museum or a backyard cookout with just a change of accessories.
And the sleeves! Sleeves can be an even bigger headache than length. Far too many short sleeves hit you in a way that’s
anything but flattering. They’re either too short or cut across the largest part of your bicep. But Cushie b’s High Low Short
Sleeve TShirt hits you in just the right spot. And since they’re short, you can wear a jacket or sweater over this tee without
having to worry about added bulk.
Far too many women’s tees are made only for layering. The material is so cheap and flimsy that it’s practically see through.
So disappointing. This tee is made from heavy cotton lycra, so it’ll hold its shape through wear after wear and wash after
wash.
It’s like Cushie b reinvented the tshirt with plus size women’s bodies in mind.
Cushie b’s High Low Short Sleeve TShirt is available exclusively from Sophisticated Curves in Black and Mediterranean
Blue.
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